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(57) ABSTRACT

Amobile communication system transmits a control channel
having an ACK/NACKinformationfield indicating whether
packet data is received at the Node B from the particular UE
when the particular UE moves from the Node B tothe
handover region shared by the Node B and the neighbor
Node B during reception of high speed packet data from the
Node B, a channel quality information (CQIJ) fieldindicating
a condition of a channel over which the high speed packet
data is transmitted, and a pilot signal field for powercontrol.
A radio network controller (RNC), connected to the Node
and the neighbor Node B, identifies a plurality of UEs
including the particular UE and other UEs,all of which are
located in the handover region and receive the high speed
packet data, and transmits pilot signal field position infor-
mation to the UEs so that pilot signal fields that must be
transmitted by the particular UE and the other UEs should
not overlap with one another in the CQI field. The particular
UE includesa pilot signal in a control channel at a position
based on its own pilot signal field position information, and
transmits the control channel.
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